Use of variable simple sequence motifs as genetic markers: application to study of myotonic dystrophy.
Among the many classes of repetitive elements present in the human genome, the ubiquitous "simple sequence motifs" (SSMs) composed of [A]n, [TG]n, [AG]n or codon-tandem repeats form a major source of genetic variation. Here we report a detailed molecular-genetic study of a "variable simple sequence motif" (VSSM) in the apolipoprotein C2 (apoC2) gene, which maps to the 19q13.2 region in the vicinity of the myotonic dystrophy (DM) locus. By combining in vitro DNA-amplification using the polymerase chain reaction and high-resolution gel electrophoresis, we could demonstrate a high degree of allelic variation with at least ten alleles, which differ in the number of repeated [TG] or [AG] dinucleotide units. Similar results were found for the somatostatin I gene locus. To evaluate the usefulness of SSM-length polymorphisms as genetic markers, the apoC2-VSSM was employed for linkage analysis in DM families. Our results establish that the orientation of the apolipoprotein gene cluster on 19q is cenapoE-apoC2-ter and indicate that the many thousands of structurally similar VSSMs in the human genome represent a rich source of highly informative genetic and diagnostic markers.